
Minutes Littlehampton Bonfire Society Committee Meeting

14/9/21 Meeting held at T Jones as Labour Club not available

Attendees: Mr B Bastable (BB), Mr G Donaldson (GD), Mr J Driver (JD), Miss C Grimes
(CG), Mr T Jones (TJ),  Mrs J Newman (JN), Mr Geoffrey Priestnall (GP),  Miss S Roberts
(SR), & Mr M Rowbotham (MR).

Apologies: Mr Stuart Capelin, Ms Sue Baker & George Pewsey

Matters arising from Previous Minutes: Minutes of previous meeting not available

Approval of Minutes of 16th August 2021: minutes from previous meeting had not
been circulated and were therefore not available for approval
Bonfire Night:
Vendors: Final list  7 vendors has now been passed to council. Three at bonfire site and rest
in Banjo Rd
BB did not want to accept any more that come through as the management plan would need
to keep changing.
Marshalls: JN wasn’t sure of the current number of marshalls, but recruitment was going
quite well. More needed.
Procession entries:JN:  we are waiting for Community Fridge to confirm.
Confirmed:  Cancer United,  Clymping Dog Sanctuary as a walking group, two illuminated
floats, Star Ignited walking group.
BB said Arun Youth Project were interested.
TJ mentioned Mel Harris and the miniature train, but it was unclear if they were coming or
not.
JN said the scout band had offered a fee. This was voted on and agreed by the committee.
3 mini Steam engines, 3 vintage fire engines
Bands: Medina brass band and Sussex Steel, samba band. No pipe band as they have not
been practising and none are ready for this year. Need to clarify exactly where they can
park
Beneficiaries: We were going to carry over the beneficiaries from 2018, but JN said one,
maybe two of them, were no longer operating. Sticking with Georgian Gardens Community
Primary School, Rustington
JN said SIMCAS would require a donation for their services.
TJ pointed out that Shop Mobility had lost a lot of funding during the pandemic.
Medical Company: Using Platinum this year who are providing exactly what the Purple
Guide says and in agreement with SAGs.  Had to be upgraded from previous years
Safety: Using Right Guard and have agreed about radio mast with council
BB: mentioned lost children.  JN said that she was checking a provider's DBS.
Joanne Cresswell requires a list of marshals.
Right Guard providing security.
Communications will be recorded. Either by Right Guard or GP will provide equipment.



Guarding: Still working on obtaining full coverage of roster, but most places covered
Lorries and drivers: We have Tullets and Whites but are unable to use G & S. Drivers
hopefully procured but will be confirmed at next meeting
Sponsorship: is doing really well, in fact is amazing
Programme: BB discussed changes to the programme.
Page 1 would be replaced with a statement from BB.
Miss Bonfire would remain the same.
BB brought up TJ’s idea regarding replacing the steam engine page with SB’s article
regarding the couple that met at the bonfire.
The timings of the event were discussed and confirmed.
The route is changing and needs to be updated in the programme.
‘Signal to be given by CIC’. Need to add about starter rocket from the seafront.
(Johnathan’s fireworks is able to support this and communication will be via radio link)
Have had an offer of help with designing and printing from Mr William Blanchard-Cooper.
BB wanted to change the lineup.  The parade would start with the LBS banner carrier. Then
CIC and then ADC. Medina. Miss Bonfire. LBS members. Other societies.
JN suggested changing ‘led by North American Indians’ to ‘LBS members’ This was agreed
by the committee.
A discussion was held regarding which societies were visiting us, and those we’d been
invited to. Several societies have still not had committee meetings to discuss these issues.
LBS collection challenge will remain in the programme.
Cup challenge will come out.
BB mentioned that the current disclaimer was inappropriate and needed updating to include
that people attended at their own risk.
TJ suggested that a Covid declaration needed inclusion. This was agreed.
TJ also suggested that a ‘new route’ banner or similar should be on the front of the
programme.
BB mentioned that LTC should have their logo on the front as they were a major funder.
Programme / Charity Collection: BB discussed the collection and how it should be
distributed. He suggested that the society should consider keeping more of the collection in
order to continue operating.
JN said to wait and see how much we collect.
TJ pointed out that we do have to mention that the society retains some money. Currently,
the programme states that we keep 25%.
BB suggested that we inform that we give some of the money to charity and retain a portion.
Not specifying the percentage.  We would also be clear that this was due in part to lack of
fundraising during the pandemic.
Road Closures: BB said road closures were agreed with Joanne Cresswell, but the map
needed updating.
GP expressed concern regarding road closure signs. Asked for confirmation, whether it
mentioned that offending vehicles would be towed, and where they were towed to.
BB said there would be a cost implication to update all the signs.



Sponsorship: SR: Currently at £3950 (promised). £350 still to come in.

Jobs List: BB: Letter from contact at Community Fridge RE sensitivities regarding use of

native american costumes. BB had already drafted a reply. The committee accepted the
draft and agreed it should be sent.
BB expressed some concern regarding lorry/drivers. Brexit has caused a driver shortage.
Committee will search for drivers and lorry’s.

Communication between committee members: JN: Has generated a list of who to
contact for what purpose internally amongst the committee.
Dates for the Diary:

BONFIRE EVENTS: for the 2021 season (thus far)
Mayfield  18th September
Northiam  9th October
Heathfield 23rd October
LITTLEHAMPTON 30th October
Chailey & Rye  13th November
Barcombe  20th November

Action Point Summary: All committee members to actively seek more volunteers and
marshalls. JD: Put word out by means of social media.
All committee: To seek for lorry drivers / lorry’s.

Next Meeting: 30/9/21 which is a Thursday and will be at TJ’s flat as room is not

ready at the Labour Club

Jeffery Driver

Information Technology

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

CC: Allen Alderton, Chris Alderton, Lauren Burchfield, Ray Jordan, & Rachel Stanford.




